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Looking at the image on the phone, Jiang Wan came up with a strategy. She handed it to 

Yvonne and said proudly, “Let me reveal you. 

These boastful words also made Liu Zhijie blush a little. With his standing, how could he be 

Flavor Zong‟s friend? In order to boast, Jiang Wan really can say anything. 

Yvonne really did not understand Flavor Zong, so she wouldn‟t be subjected. 

Nevertheless, when Yvonne saw the picture, she didn‟t pay any kind of interest to Flavor 

Zong in any way. It was the back view that made her shocked. 

After the event with the little prince of the piano, Yvonne had a deep understanding of 

Samuel‟s back view. If it had not been Samuel, that else could it be? 

Seeing Yvonne in a daze, Jiang Wan thought that she was frightened as well as claimed with 

a smile, “Actually, this type of large character is still excellent in private. 

 

He used to welcome us to supper. He is an extremely carefree person. If there is a 

possibility, I will present him to you.” 

Seeing that Jiang Wan‟s words were getting an increasing number of shocking, Liu Zhijie felt 

afraid and also fast stated, “He‟s very busy. How can we ask him out so casually? Give me 

the cellular phone swiftly.” 

Jiang Wan blazed at Liu Zhijie. It seemed that she didn‟t want him to interrupt her show-off, 

so she tossed the phone straight to Liu Zhijie. 

 

” By the way, didn‟t Samuel come today? Jiang Wan deliberately warned Yvonne. 

Yvonne was still submersed in the picture. She could be certain that it was Samuel, but she 

couldn‟t find out why he knew somebody like Tang Zong. 



Although Container Region was only a little location and also people like Flavor Zong were 

nothing in Cloud City, it would be strange if he can learn more about him. 

They were in Bin Area, and also he had actually only been below as soon as. 

Seeing Yvonne did not talk, Jiang Wan really felt that she was avoiding her inquiry. She 

nudged Yvonne with her elbow joint and also advised her, “You „d much better call him. It‟s 

bad if he obtains shed.” 

Yvonne involved her senses, she stated, “Do not stress. He has gotten here in Bin County. He 

ought to be below quickly.” 

” That‟s great. I hesitate he will not be really familiar with this area. It‟ll be frustrating if he 

obtains shed.” Jiang Wan was alleviated. Yvonne needs to have contacted Samuel 

considering that she claimed that. 

As long as Samuel came, she could show off Liu Zhijie, belittle him, and likewise locate a 

feeling of supremacy before Yvonne. 

In the afternoon, Samuel came to the Lydia‟s family. Jiang Wan was so enthusiastic that she 

didn‟t treat Samuel as a good-for-nothing like in the past, which made Samuel very 

surprised. 

Had Jiang Wan transformed her mind in the past two years? 

” Samuel, are you still doing your laundry and cooking at home? You‟re a guy. Just how can 

you refrain the task?” Jiang Wan stated after Samuel had actually evacuated his luggage and 

went back to the living-room. 

” We do not require to stress over food or garments. It‟s a wild-goose chase to do 

organization,” Samuel stated with a smile. 

Jiang Wan‟s disgust for Samuel deepened when she listened to that. As a guy, exactly how 

could he claim something like that? It was no surprise that he was a good-for-nothing for 

many years. 

” You can not claim that. It depends on Yvonne‟s ability. After saying that, Jiang Wan altered 

the subject as well as after that introduced Liu Zhijie, “You actually must learn from Zhijie. 



The surprise significance behind the words was clear to Samuel. It ended up that Jiang Wan 

did not alter her personality, yet deliberately showed a great attitude to discover a 

possibility to display Liu Zhijie. 

” A million a year is actually not a small number. It‟s an expensive number for a regular 

family members,” Samuel stated. 

Seeing Samuel admit Liu Zhijie‟s excellence, Jiang Wan was also happier. She said, “Of 

training course, Zhijie is not a regular person. 

“Yes, yes, yes, I will certainly learn from him,” Samuel said with a detached view his face. 

 


